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1.   I bought a new video game. It is _______________.

2.   The jacket belongs to David. The jacket is _______________ .

3.   The cats belong to Lisa and Sheila. The cats were _____________ .

4.   This telephone number belongs to Betsy. It is _____________.

5.   You and I live in this house. The house is _____________.

6.   My dog is bigger than your dog. The larger dog is _____________.

7.   You go to Maple School. The school is _____________ .

8.   Ted's baseball is over here. The baseball is _____________.

9.   That skateboard belongs to Jan. The skateboard is _____________.

10. You want the last slice of pizza. The last slice is _____________.

11. Mom and Dad's car is in the driveway. The car in the driveway is _____________.

12. My brother and I bought tickets. The tickets are _____________.

Pronouns

Use a possessive pronoun from the box below to complete each sentence.

Possessive pronouns are used to show that something 
or someone belongs to someone else.

 example: Tim bought a new computer.

          The computer is his.

 The possessive pronoun his is referring to a computer that belongs to Tim.

Possessive pronouns include:
mine     yours     his     hers     its     ours     theirs



ANSWER KEY

mine

ours

theirs

yours

hers

his

yours

mine

ours

hers

theirs

his
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